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The Space Link services Area,

CONSIDERING that the Coding & Synchronization Working Group (SLS-C&S) has reached consensus on

producing an updated version of the TM Synchronization and Channel Coding Pink Book 131.0 and

requesting a second Agency review to be performed.
RECOGNIZING that CESG requested that:

- A clean copy of the Red Book (reflecting all RID dispositions from last Agency review) will be produced and sent to the document editors, who will identify technical changes.
- These changes will be “flagged” and the “flagged” Red Book will be sent out for final Agency review with instructions that the review is limited only to consideration of the flagged items.

and that SLS Area Director announced to issue a related resolution to CESG.
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RESOLVES to request that a second Agency review be performed for the TM Synchronization and Channel Coding Pink Book 131.0-P-1.2,

RECOMMENDS that CESG approves this resolution, and finally

REQUESTS that a CESG poll be conducted to accomplish this.